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My biggest competitor today is a person with an idea.
Nabil Sakkab, Head of Research & Development, Proctor & Gamble

We live in a world that assumes that the quality of a decision is directly related to the 
time and effort that went into making it.
Malcolm Gladwell, Blink - The Power of Thinking Without Thinking

You know where I stand.
President George W. Bush

Ours is the age of substitutes: instead of language we have jargon; instead of principles, 
slogans; and instead of genuine ideas, bright suggestions.
Eric Bentley

Reconnaissance is a succinct compilation of ideas, issues, 
images, emerging trends, contrary thinking, and provocative 
observations all intended to stimulate your thinking on a wide 
variety of topics.

Reconnaissance is meant to raise questions and speculate about their answers. 
If you come up with different answers, please let us know—we love nothing more 
than a good conversation.
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Eminem: The Great Communicator?

Proving he’s far more than a flash in the cultural pan, Eminem has demonstrated 
enormous staying power. His most recent album was the third best-selling CD of 2004, 
and continues to move. In 2002, the last year in which he released an album and toured 
significantly, Americans spent $158 million on his shows and music. His film 8 Mile has 
grossed over $400 million worldwide in cinemas and on DVD. We feel that this success 
is the result of Eminem’s ability to relate to a broad base of consumers. He has 
shattered previously held beliefs about niche marketing, and is an anomaly well 
worth the attention of marketers.

In an era when consumers are savvy enough to know 
they’re being “marketed to,” music fans appreciate the 
straightforward, frank approach of Eminem. He expresses 
his opinion directly, and therein lies his greatest appeal. 
Not content to merely say what he thinks, he takes on and 
even mocks his critics. Describing Eminem’s last tour, a 
New York Times reporter wrote that the show “featured 
sound bites from Congressional hearings and newscasts 
describing [Eminem] as vulgar, degenerate, homophobic, 
antisocial, misogynistic and ‘noise and mind pollution.’” 
By essentially calling out his detractors, Eminem has won 
the respect and admiration of millions who feel similarly 
stifled. An April 2004, Stanford Law Review article pointed 
out that hip-hop has brought to American popular culture 
the renewed ability to make a political statement—to speak 
one’s mind—and Eminem has capitalized on that element 
of the hip-hop genre and brought its virtues to more 
Americans than any other artist.

Eminem’s rise has also been facilitated by well-timed advances in technology. The 
advent of the iPod and its imitators has allowed music diehards and dabblers alike the 
luxury of enjoying music anonymously. A 50-year-old executive can run on the treadmill, 
with the fire-spitting Eminem helping him to exorcize pent-up frustrations, and nobody 
is the wiser. The Detroit rapper has thus enabled many Americans to vent their 
frustrations, undetected.

In this way, technology and the modern social milieu have together paved a path from 
Eminem’s mind to our ears, and that has allowed him to become popular culture’s 
greatest self-marketer.
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Balancing the Power: What Recent M&A Activity 
Says About The Retail Environment 

In the first issue of Reconnaissance we outlined six key trends that affect marketers: 

1. The unrelenting destruction of the mass market 
2. The proliferation and unbundling of media 
3. The loss of trust 
4. Society’s commercial information overload 
5. The power of the retailer and weakness of the manufacturer
6. The inexorable rise of the private label 

We argue that these trends are creating a ‘perfect-storm’ environment that big brands 
cannot ignore. In this issue we would like to focus on the fifth of these trends, “The 
power of the retailer and the weakness of the manufacturer.” 

Two recent events, comparable in sheer size but very different in nature, have brought 
this trend to the forefront: the multi-billion-dollar acquisition of Kmart by Sears, and 
Proctor & Gamble’s purchase of Gillette. 

Many industry watchers quickly pointed out that the P&G/Gillette deal was aimed at 
regaining power lost to super-sized retailers like Sears/Kmart, Target, and Wal-Mart. 
After the deal was announced, The Financial Times wrote, “The response from Procter & 
Gamble and Gillette was viewed by many analysts as a natural correction in the balance 
of power between retailers and their suppliers...Within one week of Sears Roebuck and 
Kmart agreeing to merge, the third biggest US retailer was already in discussions with 
suppliers about using its enlarged negotiating clout to squeeze lower prices from them.” 

The game between retailers and manufactures goes far beyond price—retailers today 
control much more than the economics. They also control the retail experience: how 
consumers experience the store, where brands are placed on the floor, how much 
floor space to dedicate to promotions, and how prominently private label brands 
are displayed in relation to name brands. 

It is difficult to predict exactly how the new P&G will change the retail environment. 
As Wal-Mart quickly pointed out it is too early to know exactly what the deal would 
mean for retailers, but the world’s largest retailer cautioned observers against assum-
ing the relationship would change radically. “It’s too simplistic to say that we cut costs 
just by squeezing our suppliers,” said a Wal-Mart spokesman after the announcement. 
One industry expert pointed out that the majority of P&G’s recent success has had more 
to do with innovation than anything else, and that its future success will continue to be 
dependent on new products that drive traffic and sales at retail. 
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Many agree that the deal will provide P&G with the leverage it needs to continue its 
growth. Jim Kilts, the CEO of Gillette who initiated the merger talks, said: “The con-
sumer products industry needs to consolidate and I would rather lead that consolidation 
than get stuck with the leftovers at the end.” 

As Reconnaissance wrapped up this story, Sara Lee announced a transformation in its 
operating structure and marketing approach. In talking about the shake-up Chairman 
Steven McMillan was quoted as saying, “Part of the beauty of this transaction is that we 
are centralizing and, frankly, given the power of the retailers, our model was outdated.”

In the wake of these developments, Reconnaissance asks, “Will P&G/Gillette start 
building their own retail outlets? Stores within stores? Will the consumer goods and 
retail categories undergo a round of cross-functional consolidation? Will Wal-Mart be 
forced to hold or even increase prices in reaction to the growing power of 
larger-scale suppliers?” 

Send us your thoughts at recon@anomalynyc.com. Responses may be included in the 
next issue of Reconnaissance.
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To be an American (Brand) Abroad

Two recent studies have found divergent answers to the question “Are American brands 
suffering in global markets due to unfavorable world opinion of U.S. foreign policy?” 

In the September edition of the Harvard 
Business Review, a team of academics from 
Harvard and Oxford reported the results of a 
global brand survey involving 3,300 
consumers in 41 countries. “When we 
measured the extent to which consumers’ 
purchase decisions were inflenced by prod-
ucts’ American roots, we discovered that the 
impact was negligible,” the authors wrote. 
“That finding is all the more remarkable 
considering that when we conducted our 

survey, anti-American sentiment in many nations was rising because of the Iraq war.” 
The HBR article reported that only 13 percent of world consumers are “antiglobals”—
people who “dislike brands that preach American values and don’t trust global 
companies to behave responsibly.”

In contrast, the Financial Times reported in November that one survey of 8,000 people 
in the G8 nations found that many international consumers exhibited “negative reactions 
to companies perceived most clearly as US-based, such as American Express, AOL, 
American Airlines, Marlboro, McDonald’s, Budweiser, Barbie Doll and ChevronTexaco.” 
Other, less obviously American brands like Estée Lauder, Kodak, and Heinz fared 
significantly better, the study’s authors reported. The study attributed the trend to 
growing opposition in Europe and Asia to U.S. policies and the war in Iraq.

Our feeling is that resistance to blatantly “American” brands is a variable trend 
exacerbated by current events; marketers seeking to establish or sustain their brands 
abroad need to remain vigilant with respect to local perceptions of their products and 
assumptions about the brands’ connections to U.S. policy. There is of course the 
possibility that European consumers will look past any prejudices as a result of the 
lower prices they are paying for American products, due to the strong Euro. 
Nevertheless, monitoring the confusion of American brands with official policy and 
developing the means for measuring that perception should be top concerns for 
U.S.-based international marketers. 

®
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The Absolute Value of Now

Many marketers, and corporations in general, have fetishized the “absolute value of 
now”—making a priority of immediate mass communication, however terse or 
premature. The current culture seems to favor information as conveyed by headlines or, 
more likely, the ticker. Instantaneous hype has achieved new proportions, which we feel 
is to the longer-term detriment of marketers.

Consider these snapshots of the corporate zeitgeist from the last half-decade:

- 2001: Everyone is going to be laid off, the internet is a joke, and the U.S. economy is 
headed for a sustained depression.

- 2003: Corporations are bankrupt morally, nobody trusts the markets, and Martha is 
guilty of insider trading.

- 2005: The U.S. economy has added over 1,500,000 new jobs in 12 months and is 
growing at its fastest rate in over 75 years, Martha is a hero, and Google is one of the 
fastest growing companies in the United States. 

While the velocity of information has increased, the relative importance of what is said 
has plummeted, no matter how many exclamation points are affixed. We find it refresh-
ing and particularly helpful to step away from the ticker and consider the “big maps.” 
Instantaneous data delivered via Blackberrys, 24-hour cable news and RSS feeders 
are no substitute for an understanding of broader commercial and cultural trends. 
Americans—both consumers and businesspeople—have become infatuated with 
headlines, which are really just bold-printed transcripts of the loudest speaker at any 
given moment. Bite-size information is addictive, and data junkies in the corporate 
world tend to neglect the macro-realities of their businesses and also assume that 
consumers respond best to real-time messaging. Smart marketers will take advantage 
of corporate culture’s addiction to “the absolute value of now” and outflank the 
competition with longer-term thinking and marketing.

We ask, when will the first marketer ‘buy’ the ticker as a paid form of media?
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BitTorrent Changes the Game

BitTorrent—the platform responsible for a third of all 
Internet traffic—has proven to the most effective and 
prolific peer-to-peer program ever. Though it was initially 
launched by Bram Cohen as open source code for 
sharing Linux software, the majority of the data now 
transmitted is in the form of movies, TV shows and 
computer games. Millions of people are violating existing 
copyright laws as they download files, and as you read 
this you can be sure that some law firm is already billing 
plenty of hours in pursuit of a large and fragmented 
moving target.

While some companies are busy trying to enforce the 
old rules there are plenty working to define new ones. 

NetFlix has announced its intention to start a video download service, and Blockbuster 
is negotiating with MSN to do the same. Meanwhile plenty of other ventures are already 
providing formalized services that give consumers tools to share and download large 
chunks of data, while being careful to avoid promoting their use for copyrighted 
materials. It can nonetheless be assumed that a large percentage of the resulting 
traffic is questionable in its legality.

The implications are far-reaching, not only for movies but for the channels through 
which they are delivered—everything from terrestrial television to satellite, cable, and 
even movie theaters themselves. Film exhibitors are learning that M&M’s at $3.50 a 
pack does not make an enticing experience.

What will HBO’s business model look like five years from now? Will it be a subscription 
channel or just an exceptional production company with downloadable content? 
How long will it be before a major feature film makes its debut on the Internet?
And will BitTorrent suffer the same fate as Napster?
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Reconstructionism

This past fall, one of the most influential thinkers of our age passed away with little 
fanfare. Jacques Derrida, an Algerian-born French philosopher, best known for his 
notion of “deconstruction,” died in Paris on October 8. His theory, which originated as 
a critical mechanism to interpret literary texts, interrogates the hierarchical and linear 
conceptual distinctions between seemingly separate ideas: mind and body; good and 
evil; faith and reason; and so on. At its core, deconstruction challenges the primary and 
secondary assignments of two opposing ideas that are fundamentally equal and 
interconnected. 

Deconstruction as a strategic method became so 
popular in the late twentieth century it influenced not 
only philosophy and literature, but art, anthropology, 
law, theology, political theory, gender studies, psycho-
analysis, architecture, and many other social sciences 
and intellectual enterprises. It is defined in the Encyclo-
pedia Britannica as a “critical dismantling of tradition 
and traditional modes of thought.”  

We find it quite helpful to view the marketing and media 
landscape through Derrida’s lens, especially in today’s 
highly fragmented media landscape. The distinctions 
between traditional definitions of what is “creative” and 
what is “media” are finally beginning to blur, yet most 

marketers still labor under the yoke of compartmentalized structures and antiquated 
business models that limit progress. Once we deconstruct conventional communica-
tions paradigms, we are free to reconstruct innovative, idea-driven programs that better 
reflect the consumer experience. Generic labels like “television”, “print” and “out-of-
home” can be reinterpreted as “code,” “event,” “climate” or whatever 
characterizes both the concept and related consumer interactions in a more flexible, 
organic fashion. 

A deeper understanding of deconstruction leads to the associated insight that any 
system—be it philosophical, religious or social—sustains itself through a series of 
exclusions. As Mark C. Tyler, a colleague and friend of Derrida’s, wrote in a New York 
Times editorial, “In the process of creating something, something else inevitably gets 
left out.” As we critically evaluate the communications systems of the status quo, we 
ought to consider those marketing opportunities and innovations we may be leaving 
out.
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Anomaly is a new type of communications company specializing in the creation of 
entrepreneurial marketing opportunities and solutions for brands. Comprised of proven 
executives with experience that spans brand and business strategy, advertising, 
media-strategy, innovation, content, retail, and client-side management. 
For more information about Anomaly please visit www.anomalynyc.com. 

To suscribe or contribute to Reconnaissance,
please send email to: recon@anomalynyc.com
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